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One day Rabbi Shim'on was sitting. Rabbi El'azar, his son, and Rabbi Abba were with him.

Rabbi El'azar said
"The verse written here:
I have appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob
... Why appeared?

The word should be spoken."

He answered
"El'azar, my son, it is a high mystery! Come and see:
Certain colors can be seen; certain colors cannot.
These and those are the high mystery of faith.
But human beings do not know; they do not reflect.

The colors that can be seen—
no one was pure enough to see them until the Patriarchs came and mastered them.
Therefore the word appeared,
for they saw the colors which are revealed.
Which are revealed?
Colors of El Shaddai, colors in a cosmic prism.
These can be seen.

But the colors above, hidden and invisible—
no human has mastered them except for Moses.
Therefore the verse concludes:
But by My name YHVH, I was not known to them.'
I was not revealed to them in high colors.
Do you think that the Patriarchs were not aware of those colors at all?
They were aware, through those that are revealed.

It is written:
'The enlightened will shine like the zohar of the sky,
and those who make the masses righteous will shine like the stars forever and ever' (Daniel 12:3).
The secret is: close your eye and roll your eyeball. Those colors that shine and glow will be revealed. Permission to see is granted only with eyes concealed, for they are high and concealed, overseeing those colors that can be seen but do not glow.

And so we read:
'Moses attained the mirror that shines,' which oversees the one that does not shine. The rest of humanity, that mirror that does not shine. The Patriarchs saw, through these colors that are revealed, those hidden ones, which oversee the ones that do not shine. Therefore it is written:
'I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob through El Shaddai '
through the colors that can be seen.
'But by My name YHVH, I was not known to them.'
These are high colors, hidden and glowing. Moses was so pure that he gazed into them!

The secret is: the eye, closed and open. Closed, it sees the mirror that shines. Opened, it sees the mirror that does not shine. So, 'I appeared' in the mirror that does not shine, which is open and revealed. This is described as seeing. But the mirror that shines, which is concealed- this is described as knowing, as it is written:
'I was not known.'"

Rabbi El'azar and Rabbi Abba came and kissed his hands. Rabbi Abba cried, and said
"Woe when you disappear from the world! The world will be an orphan without you! Who will be able to illumine the words of Torah?"
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